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Schedule a discovery call with SHI to begin your backup  
modernization journey! 

What’s included? 
Protect M365 Jumpstart is designed to 
modernize the way you backup and protect your 
M365 application data. The scope includes: 

• Understanding Cohesity’s DMaaS and  
DataProtect solutions

• Gathering inventory and requirements for  
protection source analysis (Exchange, SharePoint, 
OneDrive, Teams)

• Hosting design workshops and solution demos  
using SHI’s Customer Innovation Center (CIC)

• Reviewing Cohesity Quick Start requirements

• Activating and configuring access to Helios tenant 
with Cohesity DataProtect 

• Configuring pre-requisites for M365 and Cohesity 
integration

• Registering your M365 source (Exchange)

• Testing protection jobs of Exchange mailboxes for  
up to one user

• Transferring knowledge to protect other M365 
application data

• Ensuring you successfully adopt your backup 
solution via a post-onboarding technical contact

It’s time to take control of your data 
You’ve chosen Microsoft 365 (M365) to power your 
collaborative workspace. With so many of your users 
relying on this platform, you need a data protection 
strategy that minimizes your risk of data loss without 
interfering with your workflows. 

As Microsoft puts it, “It’s your data. You own it.  
You control it.” That means two things: first, you have 
the freedom to build out a solution that’s right-sized for 
your needs.

Second, you can’t depend on Microsoft to protect 
your data. SHI’s Protect M365 Jumpstart, powered by 
Cohesity Data Management as a Service (DMaaS),  
helps you easily and expertly design your M365  
backup strategy.

Here to help 
Our experts work alongside your team to design and 
validate your Cohesity data protection solution. We offer 
initial setup assistance, integration guidance, protection 
tests, and deploy the backup solution on time.

Ready to protect your M365 data? 
Your users rely on Exchange, SharePoint, OneDrive,  
and Teams to get work done. With SHI’s Protect M365 
Jumpstart, you mitigate the risk of data loss and  
ensure your teams remain productive, no matter where 
they’re located.
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